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Introduction
Fractures around the joints are more common cases in routine trauma surgery
where the surgeons have to bend the osteosynthesis plates to fit geometrical
boundaries of the specific patient. This is a complicated, time consuming, and
technically demanding procedure. The average time for bending a single plate
requires as long as twenty minutes. This paper presents the first trial to design
and implement the deformation algorithms for computer assisted orthopedic
surgery system to assist surgeons in this procedure. Our preliminary results
are presented.

Our contribution:
• Select the best appropriate algorithms and adapt them to the surgical
procedures
• Perform a first evaluation of their performance

Methods
The different deformation algorithms can be classified in two classes: the
geometrical methods (splines-based, FFD, D-FFD, Axial deformation) and the
physical methods (“Mass Spring Model”, “Finite Elements Model”).
We have implemented all axial deformation, E-FFD, D-FDD, and skeleton
deformation. Our system main component allows the users to set input
parameters via a dedicated graphical user interface (GUI). A visual output with
the deformed object is provided as feedback to the users. The critical bending
parameters are saved in our implant database [1] via a dedicated interface.

Fig. 1 : The bend result with 10 control Points

Axial deformation [3, 4]
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Free Form Deformation [2]
Results
The axial deformation algorithms give the expected result. The user can
choose the amplification factor, which will result in a bigger or smaller
deformation angle. The shear algorithm is much simpler than the bend
algorithm and provides the same result for small deformation angles. However
for bigger angles it is obvious that the bend algorithm is better than the shear
algorithm which is only based on translations. The twist algorithm gives a good
result, but it is difficult to control where the implant would be twisted and how to
map the amplification factor to the rotation done by the implant. The skeletonbased algorithm was successfully tested for normal and lateral bending and
also for torsion-based deformation.

Conclusion
Our laboratory tests show that only a restricted number of the selected
algorithms can be adapted and used to simulate the axial, lateral and torsionbased deformations which are the basis of orthopedic plate deformation. So to
model realistic deformations, we could use the bend, shear, twist and skeletonbased algorithms. FFD, E-FFD, D-FFD need to be improved (e.g. grid
definition and interpolation). The preliminary results are encouraging although
improvements and more exhaustive tests with surgeons are required.

Fig 2b

Fig 2. Torsion-based deformation with skeleton (a) and axial deformation (b)
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